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Since joining Wyoming’s Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive
Research (Wyoming EPSCoR) as Project Director in September of 2014, I have
enjoyed transitioning from solely practicing science and teaching, to facilitating
and improving both activities across the state. I am especially appreciative of
how the previous director, Dr. Anne Sylvester, launched the ongoing education,
outreach, and diversity programs within Wyoming EPSCoR. My goal is to
maintain and strengthen the momentum that Anne established.
Wyoming EPSCoR is unique in its ability to support research and develop
STEM initiatives in educational settings across Wyoming. From the Wind River
Reservation, to Sheridan Community College, to the top of the Snow Range
Mountains, Wyoming EPSCoR is supporting our Wyoming educators. As we
reach learners at all levels, we intend to create a pipeline towards workforce and
business development, and help develop research and educational capacity to
answer questions and address issues necessary to meet future needs of the state.
The National Science Foundation (NSF) developed the Experimental Program to
Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR) to increase science and engineering
infrastructure in states that historically received less federal research funding.
Over nearly 30 years, Wyoming EPSCoR has helped to make the University of
Wyoming a leader in STEM research, education, and outreach. With this support
from NSF, programs like the Wyoming Geographic Information Science Center
(WyGISC) and Program in Ecology (PiE) have been able to grow and thrive long
after the initial NSF research and infrastructure improvement awards. Both of
these programs illustrate how an initial investment from NSF can be sustained
over the years and lead to more competitiveness in receiving Federal and State
research resources while addressing critical state issues.
Over the last ﬁve years, Wyoming EPSCoR has been fortunate to have two
awards focused on improving research, education, and outreach capacity, and
answering questions about water. As Wyoming Governor Matt Mead said, “Water
is Wyoming’s most important natural resource, we must develop and protect
Wyoming’s water for Wyoming now and for our children and grandchildren.”
We look forward to supporting the Governor’s vision for Wyoming’s most
precious resources by supporting the new Wyoming Center for Environmental
Hydrology and Geophysics (WyCEHG), which is entering into its fourth year
of funding from EPSCoR, and ﬁnding sustainable ways to continue the work of
CyberInfrastructure (CI-WATER) which is coming to its end of EPSCoR funding
and beginning its journey as a sustainable program.
I am proud to lead Wyoming EPSCoR and WyCEHG
which will continue to grow and serve Wyoming by
improving research, education, and outreach for
crucial issues across the state of Wyoming.

Brent Ewers,
Wyoming EPSCoR Project Director
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NO NAME: ASKING BIG QUESTIONS ABOUT
HYDROLOGY IN ONE LITTLE WATERSHED

BRENT EWERS,
WYOMING
EPSCOR PROJECT
DIRECTOR
Dr. Ewers is a Professor of Botany and
has been at UW his whole faculty career
since 2002. Brent received a B.S. in
Forest Biology with a minor in Botany
from Colorado State University and MS
and PhD degrees from Duke University
in Ecology. He was a post-doctoral
researcher at the U. of Wisconsin-Madison
in the Department of Forest Ecology and
Management. Brent’s main research goal is
to quantify and predict how plants control
mass and energy ﬂuxes from the scale of
cells to landscapes. His work uses standard
plant physiology and micrometerology
tools in the ﬁeld and lab and process
models to test mechanisms that control
water, energy, carbon and nutrient ﬂuxes.
His work is global and includes forests,
shrublands, grasslands, wetlands and
crops from the tropical to boreal regions
of the North American and European
continents and the islands of New Zealand.
Brent particularly enjoys working in the
shrub steppe, forests, alpine and crop
environments of Wyoming.

WYOMING
CENTER FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL
HYDROLOGY AND
GEOPHYSICS

WyCEHG researchers near
Libby Creek in the Medicine Bow
National Forest.

BY ELIZABETH NYSSON
Many of the most pressing issues facing the western United States center
around concerns related to water. Understanding the ways in which water
travels through the environment is important and will allow resource
managers to optimize water allocation among stakeholders with diverse needs.
As a headwaters state, Wyoming is poised to be a leader in research related
to the fate and transport of water with regional and national outcomes.
Through the new Wyoming Center for Environmental Hydrology and
Geophysics (“WyCEHG,” pronounced, why-keg), these outcomes are evident
in the research underway and the new innovations coming from the team
that spans three colleges and six departments across UW.

WyCEHG is training the next leaders in
hydro-geophysics. Pictured above are graduate
student, Brady Flinchum and Summer Research
Apprentice Program high school student,
Matthew Trujio, using geophysics equipment
outside Laramie, Wyoming.

“WyCEHG will be building
research infrastructure for the
entire state and bringing new
technology to the region.”
— RICK MATLOCK, WYOMING EPSCOR
PROJECT ADMINISTRATOR
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WyCEHG originated from a ﬁve-year, $20 million grant from the National
Science Foundation (NSF) to Wyoming EPSCoR in July 2012 called a Track
1 Research Infrastructure Improvement (RII) Award. It is the single largest
grant in UW history, and it is funding research projects in over ten different
department and three colleges across campus who are all working together
to answer complex and interdisciplinary questions concerning water.
“The key to WyCEHG’s success is in collaboration. By working together in an
interdisciplinary way, we will be able to better answer questions and create
innovative approaches,” said Wyoming EPSCoR Project Director, Brent Ewers.
A key innovation is bringing together the ﬁelds of geophysics, hydrology, and
ecology to determine how water that falls as precipitation ends up in streams
and groundwater.
The research and efforts underway by WyCEHG build upon another award
to Wyoming EPSCoR from NSF focused on modeling data about water using
advanced computer programs called CI-WATER. The “CI” in the name stands
for cyberinfrastructure, and the grant is shared by researchers in the State
of Utah. In its ﬁnal year, CI-WATER has had many successes, and researchers
are on the forefront of developing modeling tools to better understand water
resource systems.

CI-WATER CONCLUDES WITH
ENORMOUS SUCCESS!
Almost four years ago, an interdisciplinary team of Utah
and Wyoming researchers received a $6 million award from
the National Science Foundation (NSF) to develop a better
understanding of the interconnectivity of natural and human
water resources systems – a critical environmental sustainability
problem facing both Western states.
The award allowed the team of researchers from Brigham
Young University, the University of Utah, Utah State University,
and the University of Wyoming to develop high-performance
computer modeling and computational resources (known as
cyberinfrastructure or CI for short) to simulate and study how
factors such as population growth, shifting land uses and climate
variability will impact water storage and availability in the
Intermountain West.
Wyoming EPSCoR’s education, outreach, and diversity activities
for CI-WATER created new ways for students and educators to
learn about water and computer modeling. Through a week-long
summer short course, students from around the country and here
in Wyoming learned to do watershed modeling using a program
called Gridded Surface Subsurface Hydrologic Analysis (GSSHA).

And in collaboration with the Natural History Museum of Utah,
Wyoming EPSCoR helped to create instructional toolboxes
focused on water for teachers.
Even after the award concludes, these teaching toolboxes will still
be available throughout the state at the University of Wyoming,
the Science Zone in Casper, and the Teton Science Schools in
Jackson. These learning toolboxes include a variety of projectcentered, hands-on activities including research opportunities
and protocol, ﬁeld tools and opportunities for classroom
discussion, and discourse on local issues in the community.
In addition to the scientiﬁc content and activities, the toolboxes
are prefaced with inclusive background information. The
provided materials will not only supplement teachers with
additional contextual content, but also suggested techniques for
effectively implementing the toolboxes in their classroom and
facilitating outdoor activities with students.
For more information or to request a box, contact Liz Nysson at
307-766-4275 or lizn@uwyo.edu.

Students using materials
in the CI-WATER toolbox.
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Photo taken from GLEES. Photos
Courtesy of John Frank, USFS RMRS
employee and WyCEHG PhD student.
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WyCEHG

IN THE FOREST
BY ELIZABETH NYSSON

WHEN YOU VISIT THE SNOWY RANGE Range in the Medicine Bow

National Forest, you notice something—brown trees. Since 2008, this high
alpine forest west of Laramie by way of highway 130 has undergone a
considerable transformation caused by a bark beetle epidemic.
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Throughout the western United States and Canada, bark beetles have
been attacking trees in exceptionally high numbers and changing forest
landscapes. The beetles bore through protective layers of bark and expose
the tree to infection by the “blue stain fungus”—the real killer. Small
bubbled masses of viscous, gooey resin along the trunk reveal the beetles’
presence. These “pitch tubes,” along with bark dust from the boring
process, indicate the tree has succumbed to this widespread epidemic.
In the forest surrounding the Glacier Lakes Ecosystems Experimental
Site (GLEES; see side bar) near the Snowy Range Mountains, the spruce
beetle is the dominant species of bark beetle present. Tree mortality is
noticeable in this Wyoming Engelmann spruce-subalpine ﬁr forest, and
while outdoor recreationists might mourn the loss of a once-green forest,
scientists and forest managers worry about the effects on water and life.
Spruce beetles, like many other bark beetles, impact the forest differently
compared to other disturbances such as wildﬁre or logging because the
standing dead trees change the balance of a forest, so that water and
carbon cycles are disrupted, without immediately changing the numbers
of trees. Forest managers, along with citizens who rely on water and other
forest resources, want to know exactly how all these standing dead trees
are changing the forest.
At GLEES, University of Wyoming scientists, including members of the
Wyoming Center for Environmental Hydrology and Geophysics (WyCEHG),
have an ongoing partnership with the U.S. Forest Service Rocky Mountain
Research Station to monitor spruce beetle impacts there and assess how
this epidemic has changed forest conditions.

...The water levels are not higher and the
question remains: where did the water go?
“When the beetle outbreak started, the expectation was that we would see
a signiﬁcant rise in stream and river ﬂow as the trees used up less water,”
says Scott Miller, a watershed hydrology professor and lead scientist for
WyCEHG. However, according to scientists studying the area, the water
levels are not higher and the question remains: where did the water go?

WHAT IS
GLEES?
The Glacier Lakes Ecosystem Experiments
Site (GLEES) is located near the Snowy Range
and managed by the U.S. Forest Service Rocky
Mountain Research Station. This is a great
site for research because it is a high elevation
and is “wilderness-like,” meaning there is
little development around it. University of
Wyoming researchers partner with U.S.
Forest Service scientists on projects to better
understand this forest environment and
monitor long-term changes to the area.

Through collaboration among various UW departments and WyCEHG
scientists, partners at GLEES are trying to answer questions about
water resources in the area. They are amassing water, snow, soil, and
metrological data in a large database which can be used by researchers
to better answer questions. The WyCEHG researchers have not been
working long enough to ﬁnd the missing water just yet, but hypothesize it
may be due to remaining and new vegetation using the water or storage
in groundwater. The long-term data sets are starting to help scientists
understand changes in the ecosystem and consequently inform better
management of beetle-killed forests.
“There are still big questions about how the beetles are affecting stream
ﬂow in the region,” says Miller, “These basic questions are essential to
water resources management since they determine how much water is
available to municipalities, agriculture or ecosystem services.”
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JSU undergraduate student, Dominique Williams
and UW graduate student, Austin Carey record data
at Buck Chute.

WHAT IS
ECOHYDROGEOPHYSICS?
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FROM THE HIGH PLAINS
TO THE MISSISSIPPI DELTA:
WyCEHG AND EPSCoR
EXPAND LEARNING
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR STUDENTS
BY ELIZABETH NYSSON
Last May (2014), University of Wyoming students and faculty in the Wyoming
Center for Environmental Hydrology and Geophysics (WyCEHG) traveled
to Jackson, Mississippi to join Jackson State University (JSU) students and
faculty for a two-week Ecohydrogeophysics Field Course. The previous ﬁeld
course took place on the UW campus in 2013.

Eco-hydro-geophysics is
the interdisciplinary study
of the ecology, hydrology
and geophysics of an area.
This means that scientists
are studying the entire cycle
of water and how it moves
through the environment
including underground and in
the atmosphere.

The 2014 course was taught on the JSU campus. Field work was conducted
mostly at Buck Chute, an area near Vicksburg, Mississippi which has an
important levee system near the lower Mississippi River operated by the
Army Corps of Engineers. Students received hands on instruction in the
areas of ecology, hydrology and geophysics. As part of the course, students
produced geophysical images of the structure beneath the levee, measured
discharge in the Mississippi and a smaller tributary, and measured the
hydraulic properties of local vegetation.

Students and researchers from UW and JSU in Vicksburg,
Mississippi visiting with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers in May 2014.

According to Dominique Williams, a senior in Civil Engineering at JSU that
year, the hands-on experience was her favorite part. “It’s quite different,
getting your hands on something instead of just reading about it in books,”
said Williams after the course.

Levees in this area are artiﬁcially constructed earthen “walls” that are
parallel to a river or other bodies of water in its ﬂoodplain. Along the lower
Mississippi River there are a series of levees to help to control ﬂooding and
safeguard navigation pathways for river trafﬁc, like barges.
At Buck Chute, the students were trying to determine where sand boils, areas
of potential leakage from the levees, might take place. Students worked at
Buck Chute to answer questions about how sand boils might form using tools
from the ﬁelds of geology, geophysics, ecology, and hydrology.

This May (2015), the ﬁeld course will be back on the University of Wyoming
campus and has been expanded to include students from across the country.
Students from historic black colleges and universities (HBCUs) including
Howard University, Southern University, North Carolina A&T State and
Jackson State University will join UW students and learn to use state-ofthe-art hydrology, ecology, and geophysics equipment. Students will receive
hands-on training experience and training from WyCEHG-afﬁliated faculty
in an area called Coyote Rocks near the Happy Jack recreation area in the
Medicine Bow National Forest.

CREATING CONNECTIONS ON THE WIND RIVER INDIAN RESERVATION
BY ELIZABETH NYSSON
This fall brought a new program and a new person to Wyoming EPSCoR—allowing for
an incredible expansion to the Education, Outreach, and Diversity (EOD) programs the
ofﬁce oversees. In September, EPSCoR welcomed Jennifer Wellman as the new Wind River
Program Coordinator in Ft. Washakie, WY on the Wind River Indian Reservation. Since
joining the team, Jennifer launched the new Wind River Education Program, including a
weekend teacher training in November, conducting weekly water-science programing in
K-12 classrooms on the Reservation and building collaborative education and outreach
partnerships with tribal water managers.
This program was developed over the last year and a half with community members.
Through formal and informal meetings, community members, educators, and tribal leaders
shared water science knowledge and discussed community needs pertaining to educational
resources. A number of great ideas rose to the surface, including developing outdoor
learning opportunities, supporting local internships, and hosting community events, all
of which would not have occurred without developing true partnerships with leaders of
the Reservation.

QUICK FACT:

The Wind River Indian
Reservation is the seventh
largest Indian reservation
by area in the US. Its land
is shared by the Eastern
Shoshone and Northern
Arapaho tribes.

WIND RIVER
INDIAN
RESERVATION

Yufna Soldier Wolf of St. Stevens, WY, said it best: “We, as Native Americans, we were the
scientists. It took us to understand nature, our world around us to survive, and so it is
important for us to teach our children what is around them.”
Nearly all programs are underway including a teacher training which occurred in November
(2014) in Ft. Washakie. In collaboration with Teton Science Schools and WyCEHG, 28
elementary through high school teachers received hands-on training in watershed
education and curriculum design. During the weekend, teachers learned about the history
and cultural importance of water on the Wind River Indian Reservation from members
of the Northern Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone tribes. Following the presentation, the
group rolled up their sleeves for a ﬁeld experience at Washakie Reservoir, where WyCEHG
scientist and UW Associate Professor, Ginger Paige and her team led demonstrations
related to water ﬂow, quality, and macro-organisms.
Top: Jagath Vithanage, a PhD candidate studying surface hydrology, shows teachers how to measure
water ﬂow on the Wind River Indian Reservation. Bottom: Wind River Indian Reservation.
EPSCoR welcomed Jennifer Wellman to the team in September 2014. Photo courtesy of Jennifer Wellman.

CONNECTIONS WITH TEACHERS IN THE TETONS
BY ELIZABETH NYSSON

Teachers testing for
dissolved oxygen in a
stream near the Teton
Science Schools Jackson
Campus.

Wyoming EPSCoR extends its impact across the state by connecting with Wyoming’s teachers
through a partnership with Teton Science Schools.
Teton Science Schools’ (TSS) mission is to connect people, nature and place through education,
science and stewardship. In addition to their graduate program and robust educational programing
serving pre-kindergarten through high school aged students, TSS serves approximately 200
teachers annually though teacher trainings.
Wyoming EPSCoR partnered with TSS to continue to reach teachers and help expand waterscience learning in the state. This will be the third summer of teacher training workshops with
TSS. This year WyCEHG scientists, Dr. Andy Parsekian and Dr. Bob Hall will guide teachers through
exercises with TSS staff July 13-16 on the Kelly Campus near Jackson, Wyoming.
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TEACHER-STUDENT TEAM
SOAKING IN SCIENCE
BY ROBERT WAGGENER
Kneeling on a slab of travertine limestone, Suki Smaglik dips her
ﬁngers into a hot spring to collect water and microbe samples
from springs in Thermopolis, Wyoming.

typically include ﬁeldwork (one to three trips per semester)
because it’s essential that students get some hands-on
experience.

Unlike other visitors to the world famous hot spring in
Thermopolis, Smaglik, a professor of Earth and physical sciences at
Central Wyoming College in Riverton and her student researchers
are here to soak their minds in science. Here the team is in the ﬁeld
examining ﬁlaments composed of bacteria coated with minerals.
The ﬁlaments are like translucent greenish-white hairs—some up to
2-feet long— oscillating in the hot mineral water.

“Too often, the information we give to students in the
classroom is simply regurgitated on a test and put on the
check-off list. Students don’t see the relevance of what is being
taught,” Smaglik says. “But doing real-life, hands-on research in
the ﬁeld allows them to see how their work relates to a much
bigger picture. I present stories, case studies, and situational
problems, and the students, working as a team, then get to
make decisions and think instead of simply regurgitating.”

“Everyone has looked at the Thermopolis hot springs as a source
of fun, but as far as we know the hot springs have never been
thoroughly studied for microbial life until now,” says Smaglik.
This is one of several research projects Smaglik is leading with
students supported by grant funding from Wyoming EPSCoR’s
Community College Research Program (CCRP). Using resources
from CCRP, the Smaglik team is able to use high-tech hydrology,
geohydrology, and geophysics equipment from the University of
Wyoming’s Center for Environmental Hydrology and Geophysics
(WyCEHG) after receiving training from scientists like WyCEHG
facility managers Brad Carr and Elizabeth Traver.
One of the main goals of CCRP is to inspire more students to
pursue careers in science, technology, engineering, and math
(STEM) ﬁelds. Smaglik says her community college science classes

Smaglik and the student interns have discovered more than
100 types of bacteria thus far. Some are well known, but some
aren’t. In fact, Smaglik excitedly reports that several of the
bacteria might be new discoveries.
Smaglik says, “This is really cool stuff. These beautiful little
microbes have ancestors dating back to ﬁrst life. Some of them
may be similar to bacteria found in Japan,” she says. “This tells
us that there is a lot more to discover, and that’s one of the
things I love about science.”
Smaglik will continue to bring the classroom outdoors and
hopes their research will help inform other scientists about
the environment of these ecologically and socially important
hot springs.

Central Wyoming College science
Professor Suki Smaglik, along with her
student researchers, have discovered
more than 100 genera of bacteria in
hot springs at Thermopolis, Wyoming.
The translucent greenish “stuff” is
bacteria coated with white minerals.
(UW photo by Ron Podell)
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Behind: CWC students (and recent graduates) explore glaciers through ICCE. Photo courtesy
of Louisa Hunker. Bottom: Craig Thompson collecting a sample with a student researcher.
Thompson hopes to inspire a next generation of environmental scientists with his teaching
and research. He says, “I know that they will be helping solve the planet’s problems in a few
years. That is a great responsibility.” Photo courtesy of Craig Thompson

MAKING
CONNECTIONS
THROUGH GLACIERS

BY ELIZABETH NYSSON
Thick bodies of permanent snow and ice cover many of the high
alpine peaks and slopes of the Wind River Range in western
Wyoming. With twenty-ﬁve named glaciers, this area is home to
the most glaciers of any mountain range in Wyoming, and they
serve an important role in this high alpine ecosystem and to
downstream water users.
However, glaciers are getting smaller and glacial recession
is evident from photographic evidence and scientiﬁc
documentation. Many scientists in Wyoming are interested in
these changes, and are encouraging students to learn more.
Craig Thompson, a professor in Earth Science and Engineering at
Western Wyoming Community College in Rock Springs, Wyoming
has been studying how changing glaciers are impacting important
natural processes in the Winds for nearly three decades.
“We began researching Wind River Range glaciers in the summer
of 1985,” said Thompson. “Our projects have morphed from
investigating the chemistry of the glaciers, to tracking down
insects frozen in the glaciers, to the rapid recession, and most
recently stream ecology,” as Thompson explains how his interests
have changed and developed over the years.

Thompson received funding in 2013 from EPSCoR to support
student researchers. “I like working with students because they
keep me young. Their enthusiasm is contagious. Their curiosity
is inspiring.”
Last summer, EPSCoR funded another glacier research project
through Central Wyoming College (CWC) in Riverton, WY.
CWC faculty member Jacki Klancher received CC-STEM
funding to support a fourteen-day student wilderness and
research expedition entitled the Interdisciplinary Climate
Change Expedition (ICCE) in the summer of 2014. Students
collected baseline information documenting the quality and
quantity of stream discharge from the glaciers including
macroinvertebrate collection and analysis of physical and
chemical water properties. After the ﬁeld experience, students
used ArcGIS software to create maps and a corresponding
geodatabase for the study area.
Jacki Klancher described the expedition as a transformative
experience for the students, and it allowed for new avenues to
promote science and learning at CWC. This summer, Jacki will
receive additional funding through CC-STEM to expand ICCE
and include more students in research.

WYOMING EPSCoR CONNECTIONS
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SEEING BELOW THE
SURFACE WITH GEOPHYSICS
BY JESS WHITE
BY ROBERT WAGGENER

Being able to “see” underground is the basis for the study of geophysics. Within the
Wyoming Center for Environmental Hydrology and Geophysics (WyCEHG), geophysics
helps scientists understand what is going on underground—making WyCEHG a unique
interdisciplinary research center.
Graduate students Ryan Armstrong and Brady Flinchum are part of the Geophysics
team at WyCEHG. Ryan is exploring changes that are happening underground in the
Snowy Mountain Range in southeast Wyoming, which may be caused by vegetation
changes like beetle kill. Brady is gathering information about density and porosity below
the surface.
In the future, their research can help give WyCEHG a clearer picture of how water
travels from the Snowies down into the surrounding areas.
Ryan is making an underground geologic map of the Snowies using electromagnetic
data. He collects data by measuring the speed at which electrical current travel through
the ground.

Brady’s team places geophones throughout
the area and then hits the ground with a
sledgehammer. The geophones measure the
speed of the vibrations from the impact.
Vibrations travel at different speeds
depending on the density, porosity, and
rock type. High velocity translates to more
dense rock; low velocity can indicate porous
rock like sandstone. These data sets provide
cross-sections of the area, allowing Brady
to create a three-dimensional image. Photo
courtesy of Brady Flinchum.

This type of data helps researchers “see” the shape of features under the surface, which in
this case is a mountain. The data can also help researchers understand what the mountain
is made of, because different types of rock conduct electricity in different ways.
While Ryan uses electrical currents to map the ground beneath our feet, Brady uses
a technique called seismic refraction which uses vibration to better understand the
earth. Brady’s team uses an instrument called a geophone, which is a magnet attached
to a spring. When the ground vibrates, the vibration travels through the spring and the
magnet. Then the geophone converts the vibration into voltage that can be measured by
researchers.
Interpreting this data takes careful examination. Geophysicists often see data that can
be caused by many different factors. It can be difﬁcult, for example, to tell underground
water and ore apart. As Ryan says, “We’re seeing many contrasts between different
bedrock properties, and we’re trying to tease those differences apart and see how we
can use that information.”
Every researcher involved in watershed modeling also runs into the problem of scale.
For example, the Laramie Range dataset shows smaller geological features that might
not translate to a larger-scale map. Something that shows up in one place, like the
striking granite hills of Vedauwoo, may not appear a few miles down the road.

This model of the Blair Wallis site near
Vedauwoo uses seismic refraction data
sets to give scientists a “picture” of what is
underground by using velocity measurements.
Graph courtesy of Brady Flinchum.
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“Big picture” information is a major part of geophysics research, particularly for
projects covering a large area. These different data sets help form a detailed picture
of a complex region. As Brady says, “It’s pretty neat because we’re both seeing similar
stuff in our data. Since I cover a smaller area, I’m essentially on one rock type. The
weathering process and changes in underground water content are more important
than the overall geological structure. Our goal is to use geophysical methods to learn
more about the hydrologic and geomorphic processes within a few hundred meters of
the surface.”

STUDENT HIGHLIGHT:

ARLA MISTICA
BY ROBERT WAGGENER

As a child, Arla Mistica took an almost 8,000-mile trip from impoverished
conditions in Manila, Philippines to her new home in the small Wyoming farm
town of Wheatland. With hard-working parents as role models—and with help
from EPSCoR—she is continuing her journey as she works towards becoming
a medical doctor.
Although school was tough and language was a barrier, Arla developed a
love of science. Because of this interest, Arla’s advanced biology teacher
at Wheatland High School, Jan Pollet, introduced her to one of Wyoming
EPSCoR’s ﬂagship offerings, the Summer Research Apprentice Program
(SRAP) for the summer of 2007.
Arla, who was accepted into SRAP between her junior and senior year of high
school, calls the experience an “excellent preview for college.” She says it
improved her research skills; taught her about time management, following
the rules and being more responsible; helped to cement her interest in a
science career; and better prepared her for college.
“I absolutely recommend SRAP to high school students,” she emphasizes.
“You will meet lifetime friends, and you get to network with many people,
including professors and other high school students from around the region.”
After graduating from high school in 2008 as class valedictorian, Arla enrolled
at the University of Wyoming, where she promptly landed a fellowship
through EPSCoR’s Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program (URFP) as a
freshman, and later a second fellowship.

WHAT IS SRAP?

The Summer Research Apprentice Program
(SRAP) is an intensive, six week, paid summer
research program held at the University of
Wyoming through Wyoming EPSCoR. SRAP
has been successfully running since 1985,
and is focused on providing research and
learning opportunities to underrepresented
students including female, minority, and/
or students who are ﬁrst-generation college
bound, meaning neither parent has a college
education.

WHAT IS UGRF?

The Wyoming EPSCoR Undergraduate
Research Fellowship (UGRF) Program provides
salary support for outstanding undergraduate
students in the science, mathematics,
engineering, and technology (STEM) ﬁelds.
The Fellowships are awarded on the basis of
the scholarship of the student, the proposed
research activity and the mentoring by
the faculty member. Each spring, students
present their research ﬁnding at the
Undergraduate Research Fair hosted by
Wyoming EPSCoR.

Arla graduated from UW in 2012 with a double-major in microbiology and
physiology. In 2013, she was among 20 UW students who received “White
Coats” as members of Wyoming’s 2013 WWAMI Medical Education Program
class. WWAMI—short for Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Montana, and Idaho—
is recognized nationally and internationally as a model program for training
physicians and other health professionals for practicing medicine in rural
states like Wyoming. Medical school graduates complete a residency in their
chosen specialty and are then required to practice in their “home” state for at
least three years.
“I’m looking forward to serving the people of Wyoming, and I would eventually
like to go back to the Philippines and practice medicine there so that I can
give back to my fellow countrymen,” she says. For Arla, her journey from the
Philippines to Wyoming now leads to a new road to become Dr. Arla Mistica.

Arla Mistica spent summer 2014 in Manila, Philippines, before starting her
second year of medical school in the United States. She is pictured here with
neighborhood children. (Photo by Cecilia Mendoza and Rona Pedroso)
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SCIENCE

IN THE NO-NAME
WATERSHED
ASKING BIG QUESTIONS ABOUT
HYDROLOGY IN ONE LITTLE WATERSHED
BY ELIZABETH NYSSON
Square solar panels congregate on weathered tree stumps in a
small open area in the Medicine Bow National Forest. Filaments
of sunlight stream through the dense pines and reﬂect off the
photovoltaics. Under one tree sits a white metal rectangular box
with a cable running from its base through the clearing. With
trees entwined by electrical cords, the scene would likely puzzle
any hiker who stumbled across this remote mountain area.
This is a study site in the No-Name Watershed, a little 300acre (about half a square mile) drainage in the Medicine Bow
Mountains of south central Wyoming. No-Name Creek starts
as snow melt and trickles downhill for about one kilometer
to Libby Creek, which eventually meets the Little Laramie
River. Steep slopes cloaked in subalpine ﬁr and Engelmann
spruce characterize the No-Name Watershed, and a limestone
escarpment marks one edge of this rugged area. On maps of the
mountain range, it’s just a tiny nameless thumbprint, but this little
pocket of forest could hold answers to some of the most cuttingedge questions about subalpine hydrology.
The futuristic collection of equipment tucked into this clearing
is part of an ambitious, multi-year, interdisciplinary research
project being conducted by scientists and graduate students
from the University of Wyoming. Roughly twenty researchers
and students from seven departments are concentrating their
research in the No-Name Watershed to learn how water moves
through mountain environments. Growing demands on water
throughout the West mean it is increasingly important to
understand how water moves from high subalpine areas into
the rivers and streams that support communities hundreds of
miles downstream. But no single research discipline has all the
tools needed to fully analyze subalpine hydrology. The only way
to really comprehend the processes that control water in this
system is through interdisciplinary collaboration, an idea that’s a
bit out-of-the-box for most university academics.
Crouched behind the solar panels in late June, geology and
geophysics graduate student Drew Thayer is setting the controls
on a ﬁber-optic Distributed Temperature Sensor. After he
ﬁnishes, he and his research team unroll a thin black ﬁber-optic
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cable through the forest to No-Name Creek. Small boulders
and bright green moss line the swift, narrow current. The
team members slowly weave the cable under fallen trees and
limbs that crisscross the stream. The cable, which connects
to a solar-powered computer housed inside the metal box
back in the clearing, will collect water temperatures. These
data will be paired with air and soil temperatures collected by
other researchers to start to describe the watershed in minute,
scientiﬁc detail. Like the little mountain creek ﬂowing through
this study site, the research here started as a trickle, and now
rushes like spring snow melt.
In 2007, UW ecosystem scientists Ginger Paige and Scott Miller
set out to look for a small watershed to use as a research site.
After some investigation near the Snowy Range, Paige and
Miller found this nameless little drainage at about 9,500 feet
of elevation. A stream monitoring gauge had been installed
in Libby Creek where the waters converge. At an appropriate
size and with some historical data already available, the team
decided No-Name would meet their needs.
Concentrating research in a small watershed is by design. “As
you go out to a larger watershed you can no longer adequately
describe how point-scale processes like snow melt and rainfall
result in stream ﬂow and groundwater recharge without a
lot of uncertainty,” says Miller. Focusing on No-Name allows
researchers to more accurately answer questions about how
and where water moves through the environment. These
answers will inform understanding of larger watersheds.

surveying trees killed by bark beetles. A group of geophysics
students and faculty are using electrical resistivity to generate a
two-dimensional image of water underground. Still more studies
are looking at weather and atmospheric conditions, such as air
temperature and humidity. During the winter, Assistant Professor
Noriaki Ohara is modeling snow pack dynamics and joining other
researchers working to better understand snowmelt. There is
an array of studies related to surface water conditions in which
teams are investigating surface water ﬂow, analyzing how water
ﬂows through soils and understanding the chemistry of water.
Klatt explains, “The water cycle has many complex components
and requires an interdisciplinary group of experts working
together to understand the whole system.”
Researchers hope this little watershed will lead to big discoveries.
As the project continues, WyCEHG researchers will piece
together the most thorough picture of subalpine hydrology ever
produced by science. This research will not only build knowledge
within the scientiﬁc community, but also inform managers in the
West and give students like Klatt and Thayer experience to be
leaders in water-science ﬁelds in the future.
This article originally appeared in the winter 2015 issue of Western
Conﬂuence magazine. Reprinted with permission.

In 2012, ﬁve years after Miller, Paige and a few other colleagues
installed baseline hydrologic instrumentation and began to
measure components of the water balance, No-Name research
suddenly increased with an infusion of funds from the National
Science Foundation through Wyoming’s Experimental Program
to Stimulate Competitive Research. This award, for which
Miller is a principle investor, created the Wyoming Center
for Environmental Hydrology and Geophysics (WyCEHG), a
multidisciplinary research center at the University of Wyoming.
One of the ﬁrst students to develop a long-term project at NoName with WyCEHG funding was Alan Klatt, a ﬁeld hydrology
graduate student under Miller. Starting in the spring of 2012,
he installed ten gauging stations to monitor water ﬂow in NoName Creek and has managed two meteorological stations that
measure precipitation entering the watershed.
Over the next two years, research in No-Name Watershed
quadrupled. A team of plant physiologists led by Professor
Brent Ewers is measuring evapotranspiration to account for
the water that escapes from trees and understory plants.
Other researchers are calculating how trees take up water,
modeling future forest conditions, mapping vegetation, and

Elizabeth Traver
guides ﬁber optic
cable into the creek
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Summer 2015: Undergraduate Research
Symposium at UW
July 24: SRAP Symposium at the Hilton Garden
Inn in Laramie
September TBA: Undergraduate Research
Fellowship applications due
October 14: Water Interest Group (WIG) Meeting
at the Gateway Center in Laramie
For information about our upcoming events and
deadlines visit uwyo.edu/epscor
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